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FUTURE OF A LK ALiNE FERMENTED F O ODS FOR
TR AD iTi ONAL M ARKE TS
M. J. Robert Nout and Prabir K. Sarkar

The previous chapters in this book illustrated the wide range of different types of alkaline-fermented foods (AFFs), chiefly produced
in many Asian and African countries. We also noticed that whereas
some products are produced at industrial scale with a significant level
of sophistication, many others are still produced at artisanal scale in
small workshops or at home.
What does the future hold in store for these products? Will consumers stay with their food habits and choices or will the demand
for AFFs decline? The future of AFFs depends very much on how
these products fulfill the expectations of the consumer. Even when we
speak of “traditional” markets, these are not static; thus, it is important to be aware of the dynamics of the market.
Consumers’ lifestyle is changing due to migration (urbanization),
economic, and political developments, communication infrastructures
(transport of goods, Internet, and cell phones), and others. Other factors may play a role, such as food sovereignty (Kloppenburg, 2008),
i.e., the right of the people to produce, process, and consume the food
they prefer.
These aspects point toward the need for a sound knowledge and
understanding of the structure and dynamics of national, regional,
and local markets. It is important to know and understand the consumers’ perception of quality (Hansen, 2005), i.e., what does the
consumer expect from a food product in terms of appearance, flavor,
taste, nutrition, safety, convenience, etc.? In addition, with what kind
of other products must this compete?
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Obviously, market research will be essential to establish requirements for future quality traits of AFFs. Easy availability and conveniently and hygienically packed products at an affordable price will be
the keywords.
It was mentioned that there is a diversity of sophistication of AFFs.
The existence of commercially successful sophisticated products could
inspire product developers to upgrade less developed processes or
products into future bestsellers.
Taking Japanese natto as an example (Kiuchi and Watanabe,
2004), we see a product that is produced at an industrial scale, fermented with selected starter cultures under hygienic conditions, and
packaged to protect the product and to facilitate supermarket retailing
at an affordable price level. Combined with its perceived healthiness,
it is hard to imagine that natto would disappear from the Japanese
market. In contrast, the level of quality of this product enables it to
travel around and get customers in other continents. Like natto, several other AFFs of high standard can be mentioned. On the other
hand, a range of AFFs is still manufactured at household- or small
industrial-scale with a minimum of packaging, quality, and safety
assurance. It will be a business opportunity to upgrade such products
and prepare them for a next-generation market.
Upgrading of traditional fermented products has been advocated
(Nout, 1992; Achi, 2005). This can have various purposes such as
achieving a constant and superior quality, a more convenient (timesaving) product, safe and produced under hygienic conditions, having
a prolonged shelf life.
A critical evaluation of the product’s “unique selling points” should
be part of such upgrading. What is the essence: a particular and complex flavor, perceived healthiness, or a special texture? Product versions for the future should deliver authenticity (Casey et al., 2008) in
a modern package comprising safety, shelf life, and convenience at an
affordable price. They should not be associated with negative aspects
such as poverty or amateurishness.
Food legislation, which is one of the most severe trade barriers, is
a great burden for the AFF industry, and the governments in each of
the producer countries will have to assist the producers to guarantee
the quality and safety of such foods by every possible means. It is also
necessary to protect the indigenous technologies in producing these
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foods by applying legal tools like intellectual property right (IPR) and
sharing of benefits with the people producing the indigenous foods
in respective countries (Pardey, 2001; Van der Meulen and Van der
Velde, 2004; Zilberman and Kim, 2011).
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